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CorkSport Racepipe
2006-2007 Mazdaspeed6

Model   Year   Trim

MazdaSpeed6 2006-2007 All
Part Number:

Ate-6-112

Tooling List:
3/8 Drive Ratchet
6” 3/8 Drive Extension
14mm Long Socket 
  (Wobbly Style Best)
17mm Long Socket
  (Wobbly Style Best)
10mm Long Socket
12mm Socket
14mm Ratchet Wrench

Parts List:
CorkSport Power Series Racepipe
2x M10x1.25 70mm Hex Head Bolts
2x M10x1.25 35mm Hex Head Bolts
2x M10 Standard Flat Washers
2x M10 Large Washers
4x M10x1.25 Hex Nuts
2x M10 Lock Washers
1x 80mm Flat Gasket

Time Estimate:
45-60 min

Wrench Rating:
2/5

Penetrating Oil
  (PB Blaster)
Silicone Spray
  (WD-40)

WARNING: Make sure vehicle is completely cooled down prior to starting 
installation.  Exhaust systems and especially catalytic converters can get hot 

enough to seriously injure you.  Use a fan to cool off the exhaust system and 
the catalyst. 

WARNING:  Thoroughly read the precautions and instructions that come with 
your Floor Jack and Jackstands as well as your vehicle’s owners manual for 

appropriate jacking methods and jacking / support points.  Always double up 
support on a vehicle - Jack Stands and Floor Jack /etc.

NOTE:  When under the car, you should be wearing mechanics gloves or some 
sort of hand protection from cuts - the quilted aluminum heatshields on the 

Speed6 have deceptively sharp edges.

NOTE: These instructions were written for reference only and the use of a 
factory service manual is recommended. Please read these instructions 
thoroughly prior to starting installation.  These products are sold for use 

off public roads.  Any product that removes the vehicle emissions components 
(like catalytic converters) or effect functionality of vehicle emission controls 
must not be used on public roads and highways.   
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For help with installation, call 360-260-CORK (2675)

Installation Instructions:
Corksport Power Series Racepipe

2006-2007 Mazdaspeed6
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1:  Support Car on Floor Jack/Jackstands or Lift. 
Use a floor jack and jackstands to gain access to the underside of the vehicle.     
   Always refer to the Floor Jack and 
Jackstand manufacturers instructions as 
well as the factory owners manual for 
your vehicle to determine jacking points 
and support points.  Alternately, use an 
automotive lift to gain access to the 
underside of the vehicle.   Spray four 
fasteners shown in Figure 1 with 
penetrating spray and let exhaust cool 
down before moving to step 2.  

2:  Remove Factory catalyst pipe.

A)  Remove the two 14mm nuts holding the fwd section of the factory catalyst 
pipe to the downpipe.  The studs may come out, if so, don’t worry about it.  Retain 
the two springs from the factory fasteners.

B)  Remove the two 17mm nuts from the exhaust (shown in Figure 2b) to the 
factory catalyst pipe while supporting the catalyst pipe with one hand.  

C)  Swing the factory catback exhaust rearward on its hangers and extract the 
factory catalyst pipe from the vehicle.       
     Warning:  Be careful with the factory catalyst pipe, the ceramic substrate 
inside is  fragile and can be damaged if dropped or struck.  

3:  Install Racepipe
A) Place the CorkSport power Series Racepipe in the place of the factory 
secondary catalyst racepipe with the provided 80mm gasket in the rear flange.  
Install the 35mm bolts through a pair of the standard size flat washers, into 
the rear racepipe flange and then place two lock washers over the threads and 
install the M10 nuts.  Torque evenly, alternating between the two fasteners and 
finalizing with 15-20 ft lb of torque.  Watch the gasket surface as you torque 
the fasteners down.  If the flange is bowing, you’re tightening the connection 
way too tight.  

B) Install the 70mm long M10 Hex Head bolts through a pair of the large area 
washers, through the factory tension springs and into the downpipe flange 
toward the forward racepipe flange as shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 2bFigure 2a

Figure 1

Penetrant

Factory Catalyst Pipe
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For help with installation, call 360-260-CORK (2675)

Installation Instructions:
Corksport Power Series Racepipe

2006-2007 Mazdaspeed6
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3:  Install Racepipe (Cont.)
C)  Thread the front fastener stackup 
into the CorkSport Racepipe front 
flange (tapped holes) and evenly 
torque, alternating between the two 
bolts until the springs are compressed 
to no more than a 1mm gap between the 
coils.  

D)  Install a set of standard flat 
washers and second set of M10 nuts 
over the exposed threads on the far 
side of the floating flange.  Torque to 
10-15 ft lb of torque.  See Figure 3D 
for full fastener stackup diagram.

2:  Button up and Leak Check
A)  If your vehicle is on a lift rated for a 
running vehicle, you can start the vehicle 
and check for leaks around the perimeter 
of the exhaust flanges.  If you encounter 
leaks, ensure that the donut gasket is 
seated properly on the front of the 
racepipe and that it is in good shape (no 
gashes or creases from the factory 
catalyst pipe).  Also ensure that the 
floating front flange of the Racepipe is 

parallel with the factory downpipe flange, ensuring even pressure on the 
gasket.  Issues with the rear flange are almost always due to overtorquing of 
the flange (indicated by a leak in the middle of the radius of the flange.  Loosen 
the flange and retighten appropriately.  

B)  For Jackstand installations, remove the car from the jackstands and start 
the vehicle listening for leaks.  Test driving the vehicle or allowing it to idle 
for an exended period of time and inspecting afterward will show soot marks at 
leak points if you’re hearing any leaks.  With larger leaks you can see the 
exhaust coming out of the gasket.  

C) Enjoy your new racepipe, be safe on the roads and out at the track.

What’s Next?

Now that you’ve got our racepipe installed, 
consider our Catback Exhuast for the 
2006-2007 MS6.  Sporting a full dual 80mm 
exhaust system and fitting into the factory 
rear valence bezels as well as picking up all 
of the factory hanger locations, this system 
is gorgeous and sounds phenomenal.  $699
Add our CorkSport Urethane Exhaust 
Hangers for another $32.   

Figure 3d

Figure 3b
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